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Attractions Industry Overview
 A diverse group of Attractions in the White Mountains and across the State of New Hampshire
 Amusement Parks, Tourist Trains, Ski Areas, Scenic Boat rides, Natural Tours, Ziplines and Aerial courses, etc.
 New Hampshire’s Attractions have been entertaining families for many decades
 Multi-Generational visitors – Boomers revisit with Millennial grandchildren, Millennials revisit with their children
 The viability of the economy in most of the communities in which these Attractions exist is due to:
 Their sustainable business operations
 The good jobs they offer for local families
 Their investment not only in their businesses but their communities
 Even prior to the pandemic, the focus of New Hampshire’s Attractions has always been on the safety and satisfaction
of their valued guests, employees, tourism partners and communities, all who are the heart of their businesses

COVID-19 Operational Impacts
 Like many businesses, the COVID-19 pandemic has adversely affected the Attractions industry and we have encountered our greatest
crisis since World War II
 With new guidelines and protocols in place the industry was able to safely reopen for 2020 summer operations:
 Outdoor Attractions (including outdoor and nature-based experiential attractions and businesses, ziplines/aerial courses, natural
science centers, etc.) reopened in June 2020
 Amusement Parks reopened late-June/early July at 25% capacity, which increased to 35% capacity at the end of August
 Tourist Trains reopened in late-June/early July at 50% capacity
 However, operations were hampered by:
 The capacity limitations (revenue losses on average between 50%-70%)
 A shortened season (open 8-12 weeks vs 20-26 weeks − average of 35%-45% fewer operating days )
 Staffing shortages (required parts of the facility close and full-day facility closures)
 Consumer confidence
 Early season “Stay at Home” orders in addition to the above limitations had a severe impact on the industry’s employment
 Attraction shutdowns occurred just as the facilities were ramping up seasonal hiring
 Employment was down on average 30%-50% even as facilities reopened throughout the summer. The employment rebound was
not enough to return to March levels let alone traditional seasonal highs, which occur in July and August

Key Updates to the Guidance Needed for 2021
 Amusement Parks must be permitted to increase capacity to a minimum of 50% for the start of the 2021 season (soft opening)
 By July 1, taking public health and transmission rates into consideration, we recommend the Amusement Parks and Tourist Trains
guidelines be updated allowing these businesses to operate under one of the two following scenarios:
1. Application of the State's Universal Guidelines (like Outdoor Attractions), or
2. Each business is allowed to calculate their reduced attendance based on its useable square footage and/or acreage, and through
guests wearing masks and maintaining the appropriate social distancing of at least 6 feet from those not in their party (like the
Ski Areas)
 Why?
 A large percentage of attraction attendance is made up of family members who live in the same home or other parties who travel
together and thus do not need to be socially distanced from one other while visiting an attraction
 No two attractions are the same, and therefore they are structured and operate differently as far as how many guests they can
accommodate in their park while operating safely and maintaining the space needed for proper social distancing
 A set attendance percentage, such as 50% capacity, does not take these scenarios into consideration
 These changes would provide New Hampshire’s Attractions the opportunity to effectively operate and sustain their business for
another year
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